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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 242,462, dated June 7, 1881.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, JoHN W. LUFKIN, of
Chelsea, county of Suffolk, and State of Mas
sachusetts, have invented a new and useful Im
provement in Button-Hole Sewing-Machines,
of which the following description, in connec
tion with the accompanying drawings, is a
specification.
This invention in button-hole sewing-ma
O chines is an improvement on that class of ma
chine represented in United States Patents
No. 49,627 and Nos. 115,857 and 123,348, to
which reference may be had.
My present invention consists, essentially, in
5 a needle-bar - carrying head, supported to be
vibrated about a vertical axis, and the needle
bar, its needle, and thread-nippers carried by
the needle-bar, combined with means to recip
rocate the needle -bar, and vibrate the said
head in the arc of a horizontal circle, and with
an intermittingly-operated cloth holding and
moving clamp.
The backward movement of the said head

3O

and its needle-bar and needle by the same cam
brings the head in such position that the needle
in its descent penetrates the cloth or material
at a certain distance back from the edge of the
button-hole slit, this distance being more or
less, as may be desired. The needle-bar car
ried by this vibrating head is actuated from a
crank-pin on a rotating disk connected with

a rotating shaft in the overhanging arm of the
machine, the said shaft having only a move
ment of rotation, the said crank-pin and the
35 Pin or stud on the needle-bar having ball-like
heads, which are received within the socketed
ends of a connecting-link, the said connecting
mechanism enabling the needle-bar to be re
ciprocated, no matter what may be the posi
40 tion of the head of the machine, without bind
ing.
Another feature of my invention is compre
hended in a peculiar looper having two sepa
rate arms or hooks, one of which is to carry a
45 thread, the said arms or hooks being extended
vertically upward from a rock-shaft, which,
besides its rocking motion, has at times a hori
Zontal movement in such direction as to ex
pand or open the loops of needle-thread close
SO up to the needle-hole and material, both when
the needle descends through the material and

through the slit, the said shaft moving in one
direction with the loop of needle-thread after
the needle rises, returning to its position as
the needle again descends.
The needle throat-plate, instead of having
a projection or device below it to help enlarge
the loop of needle - thread acted upon by the
usual spreader common to the Patents Nos.
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49,627 and 123,34S, has its under side con
caved or cut out, so that the ends of the arms
or hooks for manipulating the thread may work
close up to the under surface of the cloth, which
enables me to employ a shorter needle and to
use a shorter loop of needle-thread, the move
ment of the mechanism for expanding the said
short loop being reduced to the minimum.
In this my present invention I have made
the arms or hooks connected with the rocking
and sliding shaft before referred to to spread 7 O
the loops of needle-thread, thus doing away
with an independent spreader common to the
patented machines last above referred to.
The clamp-holding and guiding button on
the cloth-plate has its sides undercut to re 75
ceive the beveled inner edges of the clamp,
such construction enabling the cloth on the
clamp to be brought close down to the throat
plate, so that the arms or hooks before de
scribed may operate as closely as possible to
the cloth, the shorter the loop of needle-thread,
and the closer it can be spread under the cloth
in the path of the descending needle, the less
the liability of skipping a stitch, the less the
loop to be taken up to finish the stitch, and

the greater the certainty of operation of the
parts.
Figure 1 is a front-side elevation, partially
in section, of a sufficient portion of a button

hole sewing-machine to illustrate my improve
ments; Fig. 2, an under side view of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3, a detail of the take-up and its operat
ing cam-disk; Fig. 4, a detail showing in full
lines a horizontal sectional view of the needle

bar-carrying head and the connecting-rod for
vibrating it; Figs. 5 to S, inclusive, show, in
side and top views, in their various positions,
the arms or hooks for making the stitch. Fig.
9 is a front-end view of the needle-bar-carrying
head. Fig. 10 is a top view of the disk at the
lower end of the vertical shaft a', it showing
the shape of the cam for working the rock,
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attached at its forward end with
shaft carrying the arms or hooks; and Fig.11 adjustably
the slotted arm e of the needle-bar-carrying
is a detail, to be referred to.
The frame-work A and the overhanging arm head E by means of a stud, l'.
A? are as usual. The upper or cloth-spread The needle-bar-carrying head E, properly

grooved to receive the needle-bar c and guide
ing arms or jaws are also common.
in its reciprocation, has extended from one
The clamp feeding mechanism is the same it
as represented in United States Patent No. side of it toward the rear of the machine two

O
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cic', which are held by vertical pivots c
115,857. Referring to this latter patent, it will lugs,
c in arms or bearings c c, forming part of the 75
overhanging arm. These vertical pivots form
a vertical axis, about which the needle-bar-car
rying head may be vibrated.
The axis of the said head is placed in a ver
tical plane intersecting and coincident with
the longitudinal center line of the button-hole
slit, so that when the said head is in its out

be seen that the shaft of one of the spirally
grooved clamp-moving cams has upon it a fric
tion-wheel engaged by a pawl to move the said
cam intermittingly. I have shown one such
grooved cam, B, in section in Fig.1, it having
a ratchet, B', partially shown behind the broken
edge of the bed-plate flange, the said ratchet
being keyed to the shaft B°. The shaft B° is
steadied near its lower end in a yoke, B, and

ermost position the needle will pass into the
clamp, and into the center of the throat-plate
below the material; but when the said head is
moved in the opposite direction into its inner
most position by the cam land connecting
rod the said needle will penetrate the material
at a greater or less distance back from the edge
of the slit being covered, this distance being
determined by the position of the stud l in the
slot 2 of the arm c of the said head. This slot
2 is so shaped and located with relation to the
axis or pivoted points of the head E that the
stud l therein, no matter what may be its po
sition with relation to the length of the slot,
will always move the head out to one position;
but the inward position of the said head will

at its lower end has connected with it a hand button-hole slit in the material held by the

wheel, B, by which to readily move the said

slhaft and spiral cam independently of the
ratchet when it is desired or is necessary to
move the clamps C into proper position to
commence the stitching of a button-hole, this
movement of the clamps by hand being more
or less at each operation, according to the size
of the button-hole slit. By being able to move
the clamps in this way quickly by hand much
time is saved. To enable me to so operate the
clamps by hand, I have interposed between
3O the pawl a (shown in dotted lines, Fig.2) and
the ratchet B a shield, a”, which receives the
end of the said pawl when the pawl-carrier a
is back in the position shown in said Fig. 2, at
which time the ratchet and its shaft and
35 grooved cam may be turned freely in either
direction.
The pawl-carrier a derives its movement
from a link, a, connected with a crank, a, on
a disk, a, at the lower end of the upright
40 shaft a.

45

To prevent the shaft B°, ratchet-wheel B",
and grooved cam B from being moved except
positively at the proper times, I have placed
above the said ratchet-wheel, and to bear on a
flange or hub thereon, a stationary block, a',
preferably of wood, and have placed against
the said block a spring, ct, adjustable by
means
of a screw, a.
The shield a” is connected with a curved and
slotted block, b, by means of screws b' inserted

through elongated slots therein, (see Fig. 2,
which shows one of the said screws. By ad
justing this block band shield the pawla, the
throw of which is always the same, may be
55 made in its forward movement to engage the
ratchet sooner or later and move it more or
less for a long or short stitch.
The main horizontal shaft D of the machine,
having a grooved belt-receiving wheel, D', has
upon it a bevel-gear, D°. The bevel-gear D'
engages a bevel-gear, D', on the uprightshaft
a', and rotates the latter once while the shaft
D rotates twice.

The shaft a is provided with a cam-grooved
65 disk, b”, which receives a roll, b, on a slide, b,

bolted to a connecting-rod, b, the latter being

95

be variable, according to the position of the OO
I am aware that a needle-bar-carrying head
has been moved out and in in a right line; also,
that such a head has been pivoted upon a hori
Zontal pivot and vibrated; but in this latter I OS
form the needle cannot penetrate the material
vertically, which is essential in the sewing op.
eration, for the inclined needle, when rising,
has to slide over an inclined rather than over
a vertically - held thread, which deflects the IO
needle from its proper course and breaks the
thread.
The disk l has upon its front side a ball
like stud, 3. The needle-bar c” has a like stud,
4. These two studs 3 and 4 are joined by a I TS
link, d, having caps or end pieces, the link
and caps being properly socketed to fit the
ball-like heads of the said studs, and recipro
cate the needle-bar without binding, in all po
sitions of the head E.
The needle-threade, supplied from a suitable
spool, e, is passed over a tension device, e, of
usual construction; thence through the sta
tionary eye e' into the eye of a take-up, e, piv
oted at e, (see Fig. 3;) thence through an eye, 25
e', in the head E, and between a pair of spring
held friction-disks, e, secured to the needle
bar near its lower end, and thence through the
eye of the needle.
The take-up arm or lever is extended hori I 30
Zontally over the edge of the diskl' which op
erates the needle-bar, and its cam-shaped edge

said stud in the said slot.
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is made to raise and lower the take-up in such of the button; but in such construction the
time as to properly control the needle-thread. clamp cannot be kept as close to the plate i as
When the needle-bar is in its highest position with the beveled stud, as herein described.
the take-up will also be at its highest position, As the shaft f° is rocked the upper ends of
as in Fig. 3, and the stitch composed of the the arms or hooks move in the arc of a small
loop caught at the next to the last descent of circle.
the needle will be completely finished. The Assuming the needle to be in its highest po
operation of this cam on the take-up arm will sition, the movement of the machine will cause
be further described when describing the oper the needle to descend and penetrate the mate
O ation of making the Stitch.
rial at the desired distance back from its edge.
The disk at at the lower end of the shaft at During this descent of the needle the take-up
is provided with a cam-groove, 5, and at its descends and gives up sufficient thread for,
upper side with a cam-groove, 6. (See Fig. 10.) and the needle rises to form, a loop, which is
The cam-groove 5 receives a roller of a lever, entered by the arm or hook h, as in Fig. 5.
IS f, having its fulcrum at f", and bifurcated at This hook having entered the loop of needle
its font end to receive a rock-shaft, f', the said thread, the needle continues to rise vertically,
lever, near its front eld, being guided by a cap, and as it reaches its highest point it is moved
f, which keeps the lever and rock-shaft up outward or laterally. While the needle rises
into working position. This rock-shaft, at one the shaft f° is rocked forward to place the arm
end, has a cross head or bar, S, to the lower l in the needle-loop and open it, and then the
portion of which is attached a rod, g, swivel needle-head is moved forward, and at the same
jointed at its rear end, with a slide,g', which time the said shaft, with the arm h fully in the
is slotted at of to be guided in a right line by needle-loop, is moved longitudinally in the di.
the stud or fulcrum of the lever f, the rear end rection of the arrow 13 (see Fig. 2) to spread 90
25 of the said slide having a suitable roller-stud the loop diagonally and hold it open close up
to enter the cam-groove 6. (See Fig. 10.)
to the material and in the cavity 10 while the
The shaft f', by the devices described, is needle is descending in its outward throw, the
moved longitudinally, and is also rocked.
needle passing through the slit or over the edge
The cross-head S has adjustably connected and into the said loop of needle-thread held by 95
with it two arms or hooks, h. h. The arm h the arm h. Just as the needle enters this loop
takes a loop of thread from the needle when the shaft f' is moved back longitudinally, so
the latter descends through the material, and that the side notch of the said arm may be
the arm h' enters the loop of needle-thread placed back of the needle's path, and then the
only when the needle descends through the shaft is rocked in the opposite direction, or back, O
35 slit or over the edge.
to withdraw the arm h from the loop of needle
The plate i (see Figs. 5 to S) is concaved at thread held by it, leaving the said loop on the
its under side, as at 10, below the clamp-guid needle. At this time the take-up is raised suf.
ing button j, which also serves as the throat ficiently to draw the loop so cast off from the
plate, and the ends of the arms h h' are per arm h up to the under surface of the cloth. IO 5
mitted to work close up into the said concaved The needle-bar and needle during this time
part 10, near the lower side of the said button have continued to descend, and on reaching
and throat-plate, and near the level of the top their lowest position the take-up arm is per
of the plate i, on which the base part of the permitted to fall far enough to form slack for
usual clamp, C, rests.
a lon) of needle-thread as the needle again IO
The slot in the throat-plate is wide enough rises. While the needle so rises, after forming
to permit the needle to enter it, both when the loop, the shaft f° is rocked sufficiently back
penetrating the material and when descending to bring the thread-carrying arm h' into the
through the slot in the said material.
said loop, as in Fig. 7, and the said arm con
The outer edges, 12, of the button j to guide tinues to enter the said loop until it reaches II 5
the clamp are undercut, as shown most clearly the position shown in Fig. 8, and the needle
in Figs, 5 to S, to receive the beveled edges of continues to rise, and having risen the take
the clamp C, as in Fig. 1, and hold the said up draws the loop of needle-thread then held
clamp down closely upon the plate i, one edge on
the arm h' closely about the said arm and
of the said clamp being acted upon by a roller, draws the previous stitch taut. After the needle
SS k, held on a spring-arm, k, the said roller act has been fully raised the head E is moved to
ing on the edge of the clamp traveling past it, Ward the rear of the machine to its inner posi
keeping the beveled edge of the said clamp tion, and the thread-carrying arm l', then fully
close under the beveled edge of the button i. into the loop of needle-thread, is moved longi
Bringing the clamp closely down upon the tudinally to place it at the opposite side of the
plate i and concaving it, as described, enables. path in which the needle is reciprocated, so I 25
the material being stitched to be brought very placing the said arm h with its second or under
close to the level of the top of the plate i, and thread that the needle, after passing through
the arms or hooks h h' to be brought as near the material and through the button j, will pass
as possible to the material.
between the arm i? and its under thread, the
I am aware that it is not new to groove the said arm having a notch or swell at one side
edges of the clamps to fit a rib on the outside for such purpose. As the needle continues to

4.
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with the said slotted arm, the slot in the said
arm being arranged with relation to the axis
about which the head vibrates to enable the
connecting-rod to always move the said head
in one direction into the same position, and to
move it in the other direction into different po
in the opposite direction to withdraw the arm sitions, according to the position of the stud
h' from the lop of needle-thread previously in the slot of the said arm, substantially as de 75
left on its shank, leaving its own loop of inn scribed.
3. The shaft D and its disk and ball-like
O der thread on and about the descending needle.
The take-up lever is now lifted to draw up to stud 3, the needle-bar-carrying head, and nee
therein, and its ball-like stud 4, com
the cloth the loop cast off from the arm h", and dle-bar
with the said loop the under or second thread bined with the link d’, fitted to the said ball
studs, and with means to vibrate the said
extended through it, and the shaft f° is moved like
longitudinally in the direction opposite to that head laterally, substantially as described.
4. The plate i, provided with the button j,
indicated by the arrow 13, and is rocked to having
its edges beveled upwardly and out
bring the arm h' into proper position to again
wardly from the plate, as shown, combined
enter the loop of needle-thread as the said with
the clamp C, having its base beveled at
thread is again slackened and the needle rises. the edges
of the slot to fit under the beveled
In other button-hole stitching-machines of edges of the
button, to keep the clamp
the class upon which this is an improvement close to the said
plate i, on which the clainp is
a needle-guard las been employed to rest close
to one side of the ascending needle to insure moved, and with the roller and spring to press
the throwing of the loop of needle-thread out the beveled edge of the clamp closely under 9 O
button and between it and the plate i, sub
always at the same side of the needle. To do the
away with this guard, and enable me to work stantially as described.
close up to the under side of the clamp and nee 5. In combination, the eye-pointed needle,
dle-throat, I have added to the needle-bar the needle-bar, means to reciprocate it, the cam
thread-clamping disks e, before referred to. disk l', means to move it, the thread-nippers 95
These disks in themselves are of contmon con carried by the needle-bar, arms h h', to hold
struction. They are on one stud, receive the the needle-thread below the cloth, and suita
ble means to move the said arms, and the take
thread between them, and one disk is held up
to operate upon the needle-thread, substan
against the other by a spring. These disks or
IOO
tially
as described.
“ thread - nippers,” as I slall call then, are 6. The
grooved
can
B,
its
shaft
and
ratch
35 placed at that side of the eye of the needle et-wheel, and the pawl and pawl-carrier, and
into which the thread is entered, and they
keep sufficient tension on the needle-thread to means to move it, combined with the shield
(t', and with the land-wheel on the said shaft,
prevent the formation of slack between them to
permit the latter and its cam B to be moved OS
and the needle-eye, thus insuring the forma freely
by band in either direction when the
tion of slack in the needle-thread always at
that side of the needle from which the thread pawl is supported on the said shield, located
between it and the ratchet-wheel, substantially
emerges.
as
described.
The under or second thread, m, taken from
the spool m', is led through suitable guide-eyes 7. The shaft f', and means to rock and move O
it longitudinally, and its arm h, combined with
45 and a slack-controlling spring, m”.
The button-lhole cord is supplied from the the eye-pointed needle and needle-bar, and
head E, and means to reciprocate the needle
spool n.
bar and vibrate the head, substantially as de
The upper part of the clamp, or that part of scribed.
IIS
it to bear upon the material and spread open
8.
The
shaft
f',
and
means
to
rock
and
move
So the slit, being of common construction, I have it longitudinally, and the second or under
not described it by letter.
thread carrying arm, combined with the eye
I claim
1. The needle-bar-carrying head supported pointed needle, needle-bar, and means to oper.
substantially as described.
to be vibrated about a vertical axis, and the ate9.it,The
arm h, the arm l', to carry the sec
55 needle-bar, its needle, and thread-nippers car
or under thread, the shaft f', and means
ried by the needle-bar, combined with means ond
and move it longitudinally at the proper
to reciprocate the needle-bar and Vibrate the to rockcombined
with the eye-pointed needle
said head in the arc of a horizontal circle, and times,
with the intermittingly-operated cloth hold and needle-bar, means to reciprocate it, and I 25
ing and moving clamp, substantially as de the head E, and means to vibrate it, substan
tially as described.
scribed.
2. The needle-bar-carrying head supported 10. In combination, the arms h h', the shaft
f', and means to rock and move it longitudi
to be vibrated about a vertical axis, and pro nally,
as described, the eye-pointed needle, nee
vided with a slotted arm, c, combined with the dle-bar,
vibrating head E, and means to recip
connecting-rod and means to reciprocate it,

descend the shaft f° is again moved longi.
tudinally for a short distance in the direction
of the arrow 13, until the projection or swell
at the side of the arm h is moved sufficiently
faraway from the path of the descending needle
to clear it, when the shaft f° is again rocked

and the stud to adjustably connect the said rod Trocate the needle-bar and vibrate the head, and
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the combined throat-plate and button, provided In testimony whereof I have signed my name
with the cavity 10 at its under side, and the to this specification in the presence of two sub- Io
clamp to hold the material, to operate all sub scribing witnesses.

5

stantially as described.
11. The lever?, means to vibrate it and the
shaft f', and arms h h", combined with the link
g and its connected slide-bar g, and means to

slide the said bar, substantially as described.

JOHN W. LUFKIN.

Witnesses:

G. W. GREGORY,

ARTHUR REYNOLDS.

